Promising Teacher Candidate Nomination Form

Name of Student Nominee ___________________________ ID# _________________

date: ____________________________________    Category ___________________________

Faculty Member Submitting Nomination __________________________________________

Note: The examples provided serve as a guide; nominations are not limited to the examples listed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Non-Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Academic Excellence** | - The nominated individual has gone above and beyond the expectations for academic performance associated with coursework.  
- The nominee demonstrated content mastery through highly accomplished (exemplary) work, and/or extra work. | - Performs assigned responsibilities at an exceptionally high level.  
- Contributes in an exemplary manner to the academic setting in a way that subsequently positively impacts his/her peers - (e.g. serving as a resource to fellow students, showing leadership in group and class activities). | - Simply meets participation expectations in terms of quality of work.  
- Simply meets work submission expectations in terms of due dates. |

| **Service Contributions** | - The nominated individual has gone above and beyond what is generally expected of our majors for service work.  
- The nominee made a significant impact (beyond the basic expectations) for the student organization. | - Volunteers with great frequency for additional tasks and works diligently on special projects.  
- Fulfills extra duties with high quality outcomes that go beyond basic expectations for service. | - Simply is participating member of a volunteer organization. |

In the lines provided below please clearly...but briefly describe how the nominee has demonstrated criteria relevant to this nomination.

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
